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FROM DAYBREAK TO DUSK,
WE’RE BY YOUR SIDE
Sweet bakery mixes, bases, finishes, fillings and chocolate decorations for delicious
and consistent results every time.

Contact us at: +44 1386 760 843
or info.UK@dawnfoods.com to discuss solutions for your business.
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PEOPLE,
PRODUCTS AND
CUSTOMERS ARE
AT THE CORE OF
EVERYTHING
WE DO

WHO ARE DAWN FOODS?
We first started out making donut mix in Michigan, USA in the 1920s and almost a century later, Dawn Foods is
still a family owned business.
Over the decades, we’ve grown to become one of the best bakery ingredients suppliers around, providing products for both
bakery manufacturers and craft bakeries worldwide.
Our competence and strong position in the UK market is based on a wealth of experience, innovative thinking and global
performance. With both international and local production facilities, we remain in touch with all the latest worldwide trends.
Dawn® is a reliable, flexible and competent partner. Along with outstanding product quality we offer product innovation,
bespoke solutions, inspiration, technical advice and support.

WHY CHOOSE OUR PRODUCTS?
All of our bakery products are effective and relevant to today’s busy operator because we mix high quality
ingredients with well-researched insights.
So when you choose Dawn® for your business, you’re choosing more than just an ingredient. You’re choosing expert advice
on how to get the best, most consistent results. That means you’ll get the return on your investment that will keep your
business profitable.
While you’re concentrating on bringing joy to your customers, we’re bringing you the solutions that make your
job easier.

Contact us on 01386 760843 or visit dawnfoods.com

SWEET BAKERY INGREDIENTS
BAKERY CONCENTRATES, MIXES & BASES
Our high-performance bakery concentrates achieve consistent results in large batch production and give you total flexibility and versatility. Our concentrates
are available in crème cake, donut, muffin and carrot cake varieties and you can use them to create American specialities and all-time favourite treats. They
suspend inclusions well and deliver high quality results every time, have good shelf life and are, of course, delicious!
For smaller scale production Dawn® offers a variety of mixes and bases, many of which require only the addition of water, or oil and water, so they are easy
to use and are perfect for a wide variety of sizes and formats.
Dawn® has a range of specialist mixes, which include: gluten free muffin, brownie and crème cake, reduced sugar and reduced fat & sugar plain and
chocolate cake mixes.

FRUIT FILLINGS, FRUIT CONCENTRATES &
DESSERT CREME FILLINGS
With unrivalled flavour and fantastic consistency, our Delifruit fruit fillings have varied fruit content levels, and are
great layered in cakes and pastries or as a topping or filling for muffins and cupcakes. Available in over 20 varieties.
Our delectable fruit concentrates with real fruit pieces are all natural flavour and colour compounds and can be
added to icings, cake batters and buttercreams.
For tasty dessert, crème and custard fillings our range contains both ready to use products and powder formats
to meet your production needs.
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FONDS & FROSTINGS
Our creamy buttercream style frostings are the perfect partners to all of our bakery ingredients. They are ready to
use straight from the pails, kept at ambient temperatures, so they are simple to store and use.
Add even more versatility to your cream fillings and topping options with our fonds range. They are reliable cream
stabilising fond powders that stabilise, gelatinise and flavour fresh and non-dairy cream. Our fonds and frostings
are made using natural colours and flavours, and can add a whole new level of luxury to cakes and pastries.
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GLAZES & ICINGS
For the perfect finish, we have a range of icings, hot and cold glazes that always deliver eye-catching results. Our
ranges of hot and cold glazes have a variety of application options. Gelomat hot process glazes can be diluted and
used with a spray gun to provide even cover on products during the fast production process. Dawn’s Decorgel and
Belnap cold and hot glazes can be applied by spatula or brush on a variety of sweet products for a more ‘handmade’ look to your bakery items.
Use our range of all natural colours and flavours glossy and fudge icings for delicious finishes that add indulgence.
Heat up our icings for finer detailing and to create limited edition and seasonal products. The icings range also
includes fantastic contact wrapable icing, ready to deliver great and fast results.
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COMPOUNDS & BAKESTABLE FLAVOURS
Our compounds and bakestable flavours are the expert solution to flavouring your sweet bakery goods. Dawn’s
all natural flavour compounds are concentrated flavouring pastes made with fruit juices, extracts and/or purees
and have a whole host of applications including, frostings, fillings, mousses, ice cream, dairy products and more.
The Dawn® Premium and Favorit liquid flavours are bakestable and ready to be added to your production to
deliver high quality goods with delicious taste and aroma.
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OTHER BAKERY PRODUCTS & DECORATIONS
Our premium range of baking powders provide reliable results for adding volume and flexibility to the bakes. They
are nut free and vegetarian friendly, with ambient storage for easy stock management.
We have a fantastic selection of both sweet and savoury pastry shells in a variety of sizes, that can be turned into
tempting delights in minutes, from cream horns and tarts to éclairs and Parisien choux.
To add a little touch of luxury we carry a superb selection of Dobla® chocolate decorations and toppings including
seasonal specials, sugar flowers, fun animal faces, curls and shavings, premium chocolate cigarillos and other
elegant chocolate shapes.
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DELIVERING DELICIOUS RESULTS FOR YOUR BAKERY
We know that in bakery manufacture, you need suppliers and products you can trust. You need your ingredients
there on time, performing every time, creating great results day after day.
Our expert team of bakery technologists have years of industry experience and are aware of the challenges manufacturers
face every day. They are always striving to improve our service and make sure our products produce the best quality, most
delicious results. We constantly test, evaluate and benchmark against the market, so you can be sure our products are of
the very highest standards.
We keep one step ahead of both industry legislation and customer demands. Among our European manufacturing sites
we have guaranteed nut free facilities in Evesham, UK and in The Netherlands. With our extensive range and our technical
expertise, we are the ideal partners to support your manufacturing process from start to finish.
You can trust us, and our products, to deliver every time. Contact us on 01386 760843 or visit dawnfoods.com.

OUR PRODUCTS
We have a huge range of bakery mixes, bases, concentrates, fillings, toppings, pastries, patisserie creme and mousse
products packed in convenient formats for bakery manufacturers large and small. We offer bulk purchase flexibility and
a bespoke service for individual needs. With Dawn® you can also be sure of:
• The highest quality - we pay the highest attention to standards throughout production
• RSPO Certified Palm Oil
• Clean recipes, with natural flavours and colours
• Gluten Free offerings for specialist production
• Reduced Fat and Sugar Mixes for the health conscious
• A choice of Vegetarian and Nut Free products
• UTZ Cocoa Powder in our chocolate products
• Halal Certified products
Take a look inside at our range of ingredients that can help your business production run smoothly.
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QUALITY AND SAFETY
Dawn® strives to be the most innovative company in the bakery industry. With the best people, leading
industry insights and an innovation studio, test kitchens and plants, we are uniquely positioned to understand
consumers and deliver the sweet treats they seek.
Dawn® is committed to the simple ideals of using only the best ingredients, testing each and every batch, and personally
supervising every aspect of our operations to guarantee outstanding quality and consistency. We now manufacture over
4,000 superior sweet bakery products that consumers love. We treat each product as if it were our first.
Traceable product safety is critical to our production process and our commitment to our customers. To meet these
requirements, Quality Control is an essential part of our culture and is fundamental to how we approach our business,
every day.
We are also committed to continuous improvement. That’s why we select our suppliers and ingredients
carefully and monitor them permanently with planned supplier audits and raw material controls. It’s part of
our commitment to our customers to be a partner you can trust to create inspired baked goods that families love.
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Our quality and food safety objectives:
• Guarantee high product quality; constantly working on ways to optimise the process for you
• Complete customer satisfaction with all our products and services
• Continuous improvement in the efficiency of our processes
• Training and continuous development of our employees
• Guaranteeing employee safety and health
• Stewardship of our natural environment
Higher Level
Accreditation
Audited to
BRC Standard

Higher Level
Accreditation

Living up to our Promises, Every Day
At Dawn Foods, we want to be a little bit better every day. So that
you can keep surprising your customers with exciting new flavours,
with delightful, high-quality products and delicious recipes. Every day,
creating happiness with:
• Better taste, by being experts on traditional, local recipes since 1920
and passionately exploring the world for new t astes in sweet bakery.
• Better ingredients, by continuously striving for better quality, a s only
the best quality ingredients deliver the best end result.
• Better fit for purpose, by always improving our solutions to fit your
changing specific needs and requirements.
• Better creativity, by constantly providing you with endless inspiration
for delicious recipes and amazing applications, based on the latest trends.
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Providing the ingredients for life’s sweet moments
Dawn Foods UK Ltd. Worcester Road, Evesham, Worcs, WR11 4QU, UK
Phone: +44 1386 760843
Email: info.UK@dawnfoods.com
Website: dawnfoods.com
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